SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF COLOR DATA

The present invention relates to a method for developing a color product, said method comprising (a) storing development information in a database, said development information including characteristics related to development of a plurality of color products, (b) receiving first color information, said first color information including at least a first color, wherein the first color information is received using a color measuring device or by transmitting of a color sample, (c) identifying first color development information in said database on the basis of said received first color information, said first development information including at least said first color, (d) receiving data about at least one physical characteristic of said color product, (e) determining, using said first development information, whether said at least one physical characteristic is compatible with said first color, (f) receiving data about at least one printing technique for printing the at least first color onto a substrate having the at least one physical characteristic of said color product, and (g) determining, using said first development information, whether said at least one printing technique is compatible with said at least one physical characteristic of said color product, and either (h) halting development of the color product after any of steps (b) - (e) if a physical characteristic is incompatible with said first color or after steps (f) or (g) if said physical characteristic is not compatible with said printing technique, or (i) issuing a warning via a user interface after any of steps (b) - (e) if a physical characteristic is incompatible with said first color or after steps (f) or (g) if said physical characteristic is not compatible with said printing technique, wherein development of the color product is halted until a designer modifies a design of the color product so that a first color is compatible with at least one physical characteristic of said color product and the at least one physical characteristic of said color product is compatible with the printing technique or production of the color product is halted if the designer does not modify the design of the color product.
The present invention relates to a system and method for electronically communicating, coordinating and disseminating product designs, specifications and production-related data between a plurality of parties. More particularly, the invention relates to the coordination of parties that create color and graphic designs, including manufacturers, designers, suppliers and printers for new or existing products.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The development of color-related products frequently involves a coordinated effort of assorted color product development specialists, such as manufacturers, designers, printers, ink manufacturers, dye manufacturers, paint manufacturers and material suppliers. Demand for products and services provided by these businesses originates from many industries, including cosmetics, plastics, textiles and the food industry. A great deal of communication between the contributors to a color product can be expensive and time burdensome. Frequently, the communication frequently comprises physically handling and delivery of samples for approval during the several developmental stages in the production chain.

During creation of color products, many samples are packaged and delivered to many different parties for approval. For example, a designer provides physical design samples to a manufacturing company for approval. A plate separator converts digital and/or analog images into a form of printing plates or cylinders and submits proofs to a designer or manufacturer, a formlator submits proofs to a printer, and a printer submits samples to a designer and/or manufacturer for approval. Physical models of the design and prospective future appearances are included in the package.

In the event that any one sample is unacceptable, for example, because it varies from the original specifications, then a party relying on the sample usually insists upon revisions. Whenever revisions to a sample are made, new samples typically are provided for additional review.

For example, a printer may require products and services from material suppliers, including ink manufacturers, dyes, separators and printers. Potentially expensive packages containing samples, prototypes and documents relating to each party's respective involvement are transferred between the parties. Physical packages typically require approval in a particular sequence during development in the production chain. Reliance upon a particular schedule increases the impact of delays caused by a lengthy sample creation and acceptance process. Moreover, samples that are rejected after several stages of development have already been approved

Electronic color production hardware and software systems currently exist which separately and independently perform many of the tasks required in the above-described production chain. For example, a known system reads a visible spectrum of a color sample and generates data directed to measured amounts of light absorbed or reflected at particular points in the spectrum. Any given color has a spectral curve associated with it that functions as a signature of the color. Once a spectral curve is determined, the visible spectrum and coefficients are then processed to predict a color formula for reproducing the color. This measuring technique is more accurate than, for example, the colorimetric approach to color representation because the colors will appear the same in any lighting environment.

The colorimetric representation is a numeric approach to color representation wherein "L" represents the lightness to darkness of a color, "A" represents the redness to greenness of a color and "B" represents the yellowness to blueness of a color. The values of similarity between colors is determined by calculating the sum of the squares of the differences between the L, A and B values. This method is not as comprehensive as determining spectral curves for a color because the values are applicable for only one lighting condition. Differing lighting conditions can produce different shades of color, and thus a new set of CIELAB values.

Other common color representations exist, for example RGB represents the red, green and blue in a color. CMYK represents the degree of cyan, magenta, yellow and black in a given color. Accurate translation between color representations, for example a translation from RGB to CMYK for computer monitors and computer printers is provided. Accurate color reproduction is achieved, in part, by retrieving data for a plurality of input and output devices, e.g., printers, monitors, and color measuring devices, and modifying the color translation formulas to account for the specific devices receiving the data.

Another known system provides a method and apparatus for accurately matching colors. For example, spectral data are received from a color measuring device and the corresponding color is matched in an electronic color library. The desired color is compared to colors stored in the electronic color library and the color or colors in the library that are within a specified color range are reported. By searching in an electronic library, the traditional standard color swatch book used for locating a desired color is replaced. This electronic color library is vulnerable, however, to problems associated with reproducing samples from multiple devices.

Another method involves receiving a communication of the designer's computer image and converting the RGB setting to CIELAB values. Computer software design packages such as ADOBE PHOTOSHOP and ADOBE PAGEMAKER provide such conversion func-
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The foregoing illustrates the need for a system that enables electronic communication, coordination and dissemination of color-related designs, specifications and products between the parties identified above. The present system enables color-related design and development in a simultaneous fashion between a plurality of disparate parties in substantially "real time." The data are formatted, evaluated, and further transmitted to a plurality of parties, thus providing improved efficiency of color selection, approval and production.

[0014] In the present invention, accurate electronic images supplement numeric data transmissions in order to give non-technical participants confidence in the coloration process. The present invention also provides an electronic library comprising colors and textures to be used for accurately matching a color sample and/or specification. The electronic library enables parties to transmit accurate proofs regarding a color specification. The integrated system of the present invention further notifies parties when revisions to samples are required.

[0015] Moreover, the present system evaluates data regarding color product design and development, and, based upon the evaluation, directs control of color product development. For example, a designer using the present invention may be notified that a particular design will cause excessive costs or time delays.

[0016] The present invention is flexible in that parties are provided with data that are particular to their involvement with the product. For example, a packaging designer may need to transmit specifications regarding design, color and source of ink to a printer. Concurrently, a packaging designer specifies design and color to a color products customer, e.g., PROCTOR AND GAMBLE, or FRITO-LAY. A printer requests inks from an ink supplier, and the ink supplier orders materials from a materials supplier. The integrated, on-line color-related production system of the present invention enables parties (e.g., manufacturers, cosmetics manufacturers, textile manufacturers, designers, separators, printers, ink manufacturers, etc.) to transmit data corresponding to their respective involvement, and further to operate at peak efficiency thus producing high sales and customer satisfaction.

[0017] The following items are preferred embodiments of the invention:

1. A method for developing a color product, said method comprising:
   - storing development information in a database, said development information including characteristics related to development of a plurality of color products;
   - receiving first color information, said first color information including at least a first color;
   - identifying first development information in said database on the basis of said received first color information, said first development information including at least said first color;
   - receiving data about at least one physical characteristic of said color product; and
   - determining, using said first development information, whether said at least one physical characteristic is compatible with said first color this result being used in a process of manufacturing said color product.

2. The method of item 1, further comprising communicating said first development information between at least two color product development specialists.
3. The method of item 2, wherein said step of communicating said first development information comprises communicating a pointer to said development information.
4. The method of item 1, wherein said received first color information is in a first format.
5. The method of item 1, wherein at least one of said characteristics is a color characteristic.
6. The method of item 5, wherein said step of storing said development information further includes storing said color characteristic in a plurality of formats.
7. The method of item 6, wherein said plurality of formats comprise at least one of visual spectral data, CIE XYZ, CIELAB, CIELUV, CIE UVW, color space, chromaticity coordinates xy, u’v’ and uv, computer graphics triplets including RGB, CMYK, HLS, HIS, HSV and HVC, Munsell notation, Swedish Natural Color System notation, ColorCurve notation, RAL notation, Pantone color number, DIC color number, Color Marketing Group color name, and Color Association of the United States color name.
8. The method of item 1, further comprising trans-
The method of item 8, further comprising:

9. Communicating said first development information between at least two color product development specialists;

10. Communicating said first development information to at least one of said at least two color product development specialists in a third format in response to at least one characteristic corresponding to at least one of said at least two color product development specialists; and

wherein said characteristic is a characteristic of a device used by at least one of said at least two color product development specialists to generate a visibly perceptible representation of said first color.

11. The method of item 1, further comprising generating a visibly perceptible representation of said first color in response to said first color information.

12. The method of item 1, wherein said characteristics include processes for incorporating a plurality of colors on said plurality of color products.

13. The method of item 1, wherein said characteristics include at least one substrate characteristic used in said at least one color product.

14. The method of item 1, wherein said characteristics include an ability of said color product to resist at least one of water, solvent, acid, alkali, temperature, humidity, abrasion, crocking, bending, light, and ultraviolet radiation.

15. The method of item 14, further comprising generating a visibly perceptible representation of said first color in response to said at least one substrate characteristic.

16. The method of item 1, further comprising printing said color product using said first color.

17. The method of item 16, wherein said printing step comprises at least one of flexographic printing, offset printing, and gravure printing methods.

18. The method of claim 1 wherein said color information receiving step comprises using a color measuring device.

19. The method of item 18, wherein said color measuring device is a spectrophotometer.

20. The method of item 1, further comprising selecting said first color information from a plurality of retrievable samples located in at least one electronic color library.

21. The method of item 20, wherein said at least one electronic color library is set forth on at least one site processor.

22. The method of item 1, further comprising communicating said first color information using a global communication network.

23. The method of item 22, wherein said global communication network is the Internet.

24. The method of item 1, further comprising communicating said first color information using a direct dial-up connection.

25. The method of item 1, further comprising providing access to said database to at least two color product development specialists.

26. The method of item 25, wherein said at least two color product specialists include at least one of a customer, a designer, a color separator, a printer, an ink manufacturer, a customer, a formulation chemist, a color compounder, a plastics molder, a pigment manufacturer, a dye manufacturer, a dyer, a retailer, a garment designer, a textile designer, an architectural designer, an interior designer, a painting contractor, and a paint supplier.

27. The method of item 25, wherein said database comprises data entry display screens enabling said at least two color product development specialists to enter their respective contributions to said development of said color product.

28. The method of item 27, wherein said contributions relate to a development function performed by said at least two color product development specialists.

29. The method of item 28, further comprising providing choices in said data entry display screens to said color product development specialists in response to said compatibility of said at least one physical characteristic with said first color.

30. The method of item 29, further comprising stopping said color product development in response to said compatibility of said at least one physical characteristic with said first color.

31. The method of item 30, further comprising revising said color product development in response to said compatibility of said at least one physical characteristic with said first color.

32. The method of item 28, further comprising providing choices in said data entry display screens to said color product development specialists in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product.

33. The method of item 32, further comprising stopping said color product development in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product.

34. The method of item 33, further comprising revising said color product development in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product.

35. A method of coordinating development of a color product, said method comprising:

20. Storing development information in at least one database set forth on at least one site processor, said development information including charac-
36. The method of item 35, wherein at least one of said characteristic is a color characteristic.

37. The method of item 36, wherein said step of storing said development information further includes storing said color characteristic in a plurality of formats.

38. The method of item 37, wherein said plurality of formats comprise at least one of visual spectral data, CIE XYZ, CIELAB, CIELUV, CIEUVW, color space, chromaticity coordinates xy, u’v’ and uv, computer graphics triplets including RGB, CMYK, HLS, HIS, HSV and HVC, Munsell notation, Swedish Natural Color System notation, ColorCurve notation, RAL notation, Pantone color number, DIC color number, Color Marketing Group color name, and Color Association of the United States color name.

39. The method of item 35, wherein said identifying step comprises translating said first color information from a first format to a second format.

40. The method of item 39, further comprising communicating said first color information to a second color product development specialist in a third format in response to at least one characteristic corresponding to said second color product development specialist.

41. The method of item 40, wherein said third format is said first format.

42. The method of item 35, further comprising generating a visibly perceptible representation of said first color in response to said first color information.

43. The method of item 35, further comprising generating a visibly perceptible representation of said first color product in response to said at least one physical characteristic.

44. The method of item 35, further comprising providing access to said at least one database to said at least two color product developers.

45. The method of item 44, wherein said database comprises data entry display screens enabling said at least two color product development specialists to enter respective contributions to said development of said color product.

46. The method of item 45, further comprising providing choices in said data entry display screens to said color product development specialists in response to said compatibility of at least one physical characteristic with said first color.

47. The method of item 45, further comprising providing choices in said data entry display screens to said color product development specialists in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product.

48. The method of item 35, wherein said at least two color product specialists include at least one of a customer, a designer, a color separator, a printer, an ink manufacturer, a customer, a formulation chemist, a color compounder, a plastics molder, a pigment manufacturer, a dye manufacturer, a dyer, a retailer, a garment designer, a textile designer, an architectural designer, an interior designer, a painting contractor, and a paint supplier.

49. The method of item 35, said first color information receiving step further comprising using a color measuring device.

50. The method of item 49, wherein said color measuring device is a spectrophotometer.

51. The method of item 35, wherein said global communication network is the Internet.

52. The method of item 35, further comprising electronically communicating said first color information using a direct dial-up connection.

53. A system to develop a color product, said system comprising:

- a database storing development information, said development information including characteristics related to development of a plurality of color products;
- a first software facility receiving first color information, said first color information including at least a first color;
- a second software facility identifying first development information in said database on the basis of said first color information, said first development information including at least said first color;
- a third software facility receiving at least one physical characteristic of said color product; and
- a fourth software facility for determining, using said first development information, whether said at least one physical characteristic is compatible with said first color.

54. The system of item 53, further comprising a com-
munication network wherein at least two color product development specialists communicate said first development information using said communication network.

55. The system of item 54, wherein said communicated first development information includes a pointer to said first development information.

56. The system of item 53, wherein said received first color information is in a first format.

57. The system of item 53, wherein at least one of said characteristics is a color characteristic.

58. The system of item 57, wherein said development information further includes said color characteristic stored in a plurality of formats.

59. The system of item 58, wherein said plurality of formats comprise at least one of visual spectral data, CIEXYZ, CIELAB, CIELUV, CIEUVW, color space, chromaticity coordinates xy, u’v’ and uv, computer graphics triplets including RGB, CMYK, HLS, HIS, HSV and HVC, Munsell notation, Swedish Natural Color System notation, ColorCurve notation, RAL notation, Pantone color number, DIC color number, Color Marketing Group color name, and Color Association of the United States color name.

60. The system of item 53, wherein said first color information is translated from a first format to a second format.

61. The system of item 60, further comprising: a communication network wherein at least two color product development specialists communicate said first color development information using said communication network; and said first development information being in a third format in response to at least one characteristic corresponding to at least one of said at least two color product development specialists, and wherein said characteristic is a characteristic of a device used by at least one of said at least two color product development specialists to generate a visibly perceptible representation of said first color.

62. The system of item 61, wherein said third format is said first format.

63. The system of item 53, further comprising a fifth software facility for generating a visibly perceptible representation of said first color in response to said first color information.

64. The system of item 53, wherein said characteristics include at least one substrate characteristic.

65. The system of item 64, wherein said characteristics include an ability of said color product to resist at least one of water, solvent, acid, alkali, temperature, humidity, abrasion, crocking, bending, light, and ultraviolet radiation.

66. The system of item 65, further comprising a fifth software facility for generating a visibly perceptible representation of said first color in response to said at least one substrate characteristic.

67. The system of item 53, further comprising a sixth software facility for printing said color product using said first color.

68. The system of item 67, wherein said sixth software facility provides for at least one of flexographic printing, offset printing, and gravure printing methods.

69. The system of item 53, wherein said third software facility further provides for using a color measuring device.

70. The system of item 69, wherein said color measuring device is at least one of a spectrophotometer, a spectrophotometer, a colorimeter, and a spectrophotometer.

71. The system of item 53, wherein said second software facility further provides for selecting said first color information from a plurality of retrievable samples located in at least one electronic color library.

72. The system of item 71, wherein said at least one electronic color library is set forth on at least one site processor.

73. The system of item 53, further comprising a global communication network for communicating said first color information.

74. The system of item 73, wherein said global communication network is the Internet.

75. The system of item 53, further comprising a direct dial-up connection for communicating said first color information.

76. The system of claim 53 further comprising access to database to at least two color product development specialists.

77. The system of item 76, wherein at least two color product development specialists include at least one of a customer, a designer, a color separator, a printer, and an ink manufacturer.

78. The system of item 76, wherein said database comprises data entry display screens enabling said at least two color product development specialists to enter their respective contributions to said development of said color product.

79. The system of item 78, wherein said data entry display screens provide choices in to said color product development specialists in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product.

80. The system of item 79, wherein at least one of said first, second, third and fourth software facility notifies said color product development specialists to stop development of said color product in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product.

81. The system of item 80, wherein said at least one of said first, second, third and fourth software facility notifies said color product development specialists to revise said development of said color product in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product.

82. The system of item 78, wherein said data entry
9. In referring to the drawings figures in which like reference numerals refer to like elements, there is shown in Fig. 1 a diagram of an example color management system constructed in accordance with the principles of the present invention; Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the functional elements of site processors and user terminals; Fig. 3 illustrates the relationships between database tables used in an embodiment of the present invention; Fig. 4 depicts the relationships between the pertinent parties; Fig. 5 shows a flow chart identifying a control of the processes involved in the development of a color product; Fig. 6 depicts a flow chart identifying the development of a color product; Fig. 7 illustrates an example of a display screen through which a user navigates to perform processes on color samples; Fig. 8 shows an example of a display screen through which a user navigates to transmit color product-related data; and Fig. 9 depicts an example of a display screen for searching in a color library for a color match.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0019] As used herein, the term "web site" refers to a related set of files which are maintained in one or more "web server(s)" and which, when transmitted to a user terminal, cause the user terminal to display and/or execute programmatic operations corresponding to the data contained in the files. Typically, the files comprising the web site are prepared using one or more of a combination of Hypertext Mark-Up Language (HTML), Extendable Mark-Up Language (XML), Java Applets, ActiveX programs, Standard Generalized Mark-Up Language (SGML) files and the like. Web site files are typically transmitted to the user terminal using one or more protocol(s) such as the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) under the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite of communication protocols.

[0020] Also as used herein, the term "browser" refers to an application program residing and executing on the user terminal which functions as an HTTP client, sending requests to web servers for web site files. The request is typically sent in the form of a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) or by selecting a hypertext link presented on the user terminal display. The browser functions to receive a file and/or data from the web server and format the received files and/or data in the manner described therein, displaying the same on the user terminal. Examples of browser programs include MICROSOFT INTERNET EXPLORER and NETSCAPE COMMUNICATOR.

[0021] Also as used herein, the term "visibly perceptible representation" refers to a perception of color as received by the human eye or other detecting device regardless of the medium for providing the representation, i.e., computer monitor, paper, printing press, etc.

[0022] As used herein, the term "link" refers to a selectable connection from one or more word(s), picture(s) or other information object(s) to others in which the selectable connection is presented within the web browser. The information object can include sound and/or motion video. Selection is typically made by "clicking" on the link using an input device such as a mouse, track ball and the like. Of course, one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that any method by which an object presented on the screen can be selected is sufficient.

[0023] Referring now to the drawings figures in which like reference numerals refer to like elements, there is shown in Fig. 1 a diagram of an example color management system constructed in accordance with the principles of the present invention and designated generally as "Color Management System 2." Color Management System 2 is preferably comprised of one or more site processor(s) 4 coupled to one or more user terminal(s) 6 across communication network 8.

[0024] Site processor 4 preferably includes all databases necessary to support the present invention. However, it is contemplated that site processor 4 can access any required databases via communication network 8 or any other communication network to which site processor 4 may be coupled. If separate, site processor 4 can communicate with the database using any known communication method including a direct serial or parallel interface, or via a local or wide area network.

[0025] User terminals 6 communicate with site proc-
User terminals 6 have the ability to send and receive data across communication network 8, and are equipped with web browsers to display the received data on display devices incorporated therewith. By way of example, user terminals 6 may be personal computers such as Intel Pentium-class computers or Apple Macintosh computers, but are not limited to such computers. Other terminals which can communicate over a global computer network such as palmtop computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and mass-marketed Internet access devices such as WebTV can be used. User terminals 6, further, take into account associated hardware, for example printers, monitors, scanners and the like.

Also as used herein and for purposes of convenience, the term "workstation" refers to a user terminal 6, and, as appropriate in context, further refers to a person operating user terminal 6.

Also as used herein, the terms "workstation characteristics" and "user terminal characteristics" refer to the functional elements of each workstation, including, but not limited to, central processing units, ROM, RAM, display devices, printing devices, network interfaces, disk drives, floppy disk drives, tape drives, CD-ROM or DVD drives, databases and application code and one or more input device(s), for example keyboard, mouse, track ball and the like.

In addition, the hardware arrangement of the present invention is not limited to devices that are physically wired to communication network 8. It is contemplated that wireless devices using a wireless application protocol (WAP) can inter-operate with site processors 4 using wireless data communication connections.

According to the present invention, user terminal 6 provides user access to site processors 4 for the purpose of receiving and providing color-related product data. The specific functionality provided by Color Management System 2, and in particular site processors 4, is described in detail below.

Color Management System 2 employs software that provides color production and maintenance functionality. The software preferably resides on one or more site processor(s) 4. One of the functions performed by site processor 4 is that of operating as a web server and a web site host. Site processors 4 typically communicate with communication network 8 across a permanent i.e., unswitched, data connection. Permanent connectivity ensures that access to site processors 4 is always available.

As shown in Fig. 2 the functional elements of each site processor 4 preferably include one or more central processing unit(s) (CPU) 10 used to execute software code in order to control the operation of site processor 4, read only memory (ROM) 12, random access memory (RAM) 14, one or more network interface(s) 16 to transmit and receive data to and from other computing devices across a communication network, storage devices 18 such as a hard disk drive, floppy disk drive, tape drive, CD-ROM or DVD drive for storing program code, databases and application code, one or more input device(s) 20 such as a keyboard, mouse, track ball and the like, and a display 22.

The functional elements shown in Fig. 2 (designated by reference numbers 12-22) are preferably the same categories of functional elements preferably present in user terminal 6. However, not all elements need be present, for example, storage devices in the case of PDAs. Further, the capacities of the various elements are arranged to accommodate the expected user demand. For example, CPU 10 in user terminal 6 may be of a smaller capacity than CPU 10 as present in site processor 4. Similarly, it is likely that site processor 4 will include storage devices 18 of a much higher capacity than storage devices 18 present in user terminal 6. Of course, one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that the capacities of the functional elements can be adjusted as needed.

The nature of the present invention is such that one skilled in the art of writing computer executed code (software) can implement the described functions using one or more of a combination of a popular computer programming language including but not limited to "C++", Visual Basic, Java, ActiveX, XML, HTML, and other web application development environments, for example AL-LAIRE'S COLD FUSION® and MICROSOFT'S FRONT PAGE®.

As used herein, references to displaying data on user terminal 6 relate to the process of communicating data to the user terminal across communication network 8 and processing the data such that the data can be viewed on the terminal's display 22 using a web browser or the like. The display screens on terminals 6 present areas within Color Management System 2 such that a user can proceed from area to area within Color Management System 2 by selecting a desired link. Therefore, each user's experience with Color Management System
Color product development specialists preferably transmit data regarding hardware devices to Color Management System 2. For example, the makes and models of monitors, printers, scanners and other color measuring devices that are employed during the development of a color product are transmitted to Color Management System 2. Color Management System 2 preferably stores the device-related data for future reference in one or more database(s) (see Fig. 3).

In a preferred embodiment, user terminal 6 receives data from a color measuring device 7, for example, a spectrophotometer. A data stream is transmitted which may be initially formatted in a variety of device-related ("native") configurations. For example, sequences of data values originating from some measuring devices 7 correspond to an interval in which spectral reflectance curves are read. One particular color measuring device 7 may have a spectral reflectance curve data reading interval of 20nm which produces a data sequence comprising patterns of 16 numbers. A different color measuring device 7 may have an interval of 10nm resulting in data formatted in sequences of 31 numbers. The data are preferably received, formatted to a common standard, and processed notwithstanding their device-dependent qualities.

Continuing with the above example, user terminal 6 validates the received data, translates the data into distinct representations, performs data calculations (e.g., averaging and interpolating color data), and further transmits data to other hardware and software applications in a plurality of formats. Data are preferably transmitted directly to the receiving devices. Alternatively, the formatted data are transmitted to site processor 4 and thereafter forwarded to the respective receiving hardware and software applications.

In another embodiment, user terminal 6 interfaces with a color measuring device 7 and receives spectral data, but does not perform any data processing functions. User terminal 6 transmits the spectral data to site processor 4 at substantially the same time when the data are being received from the measuring device 7. Programmed data formatting routines operate within site processor 4 and the data are further transmitted to hardware and software applications.

In yet another embodiment, a color measuring device 7 is not used during development of a color product. Instead, a color sample is created or retrieved on a user terminal 6 with software provided by system. For example, a designer operating user terminal 6 creates a sample of color. The sample is transmitted to Color Management System 2 and development of the color product continues. In this embodiment, no color measuring device 7, other than the user terminal 6, is utilized by the respective parties.

Color Management System 2 promotes accuracy and uniformity by translating data regarding color that are received from color product specialists into visual spectral data. As noted above, visual spectral data accurately represent a color and are processed to predict a color formula to reproduce a color. Data received, for example, from a designer may require adjustment given subtle discrepancies in color readings between disparate color product development hardware devices. Furthermore, Color Management System 2 uses the device-related data to translate data representing a color from one format (e.g., RGB, CMYK, CIE XYZ) into visual spectral data. The color data can thereafter be translated into another device-dependent format for reception by other color product specialists.

For example, a designer submits a physical sample of color which is scanned by a scanning device, i.e., color measuring device 7. The specifications and software drivers for the particular color measuring device 7 are preferably stored in Color Management System 2 (see database table 34 in Fig. 3). Color Management System 2 references the stored device-related data and adjusts the data received from the color measuring device 7 to accurately represent the desired color.

Fig. 3 illustrates the interaction of database ta-
bles in a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The tables are used by Color Management System 2 to store and manipulate data regarding development of color and color products. Users of Color Management System 2 are preferably given access to the database tables and to the data therein. In a preferred embodiment, users are supplied with a pointer to the specific database table and/or data therein rather than receiving the complete database tables or data at the user terminal 6.

[0047] As shown in Fig. 3, color table 24 preferably contains records regarding the creation of a color. For example, spectral data regarding a specific color are stored in color table 24. Substrate table 26 stores data regarding specific substrates and the relative impact of substrates on color. Resistance table 28 contains data regarding a color’s ability to resist a plurality of elements, for example water, solvent, acid, alkali, temperature, humidity, abrasion, crocking, bending, light and ultraviolet radiation. Color format table 30 preferably contains data regarding the plurality of color representations (e.g., RGB, CMYK and CIE XYZ) used by the various devices in Color Management System 2.

[0048] Continuing now with Fig. 3, printing technique table 32 contains data regarding a plurality of printing methods, for example offset printing and gravure printing. As noted above, different printing methods impact costs and processes during development of a color product. Color Management System 2 preferably references hardware table 34 to evaluate the costs and processes associated with a identified printing method. Hardware devices table 34 contains data regarding a plurality of hardware devices involved in color product development, for example monitors, printers and scanners.

[0049] In a preferred embodiment, each of the records in database tables 26-34 are related to a color record in color table 24. For example, a record exists in color table 24 corresponding to a particular shade of blue. The substrate table 26 contains the types of substrates on which that blue color cannot be used. Furthermore, printing techniques table contains the types of printing methods for which that color blue cannot be used. The resistance table 26 contains associated records that relate to the ability of that blue color to resist the kinds of elements discussed above with regard to resistance table 26. By relating records in a plurality of tables to one or more records in the color table 24, Color Management System 2 can evaluate color product design and development functions provided by users during development of a color product.

[0050] Color Management System 2 preferably uses database tables, for example the tables identified in Fig. 3, to evaluate the compatibility of color product development processes, and further to direct color product development processes.

[0051] Color Management System 2 further provides interfaces which serve to control devices, for example to calibrate a color measuring device to a color standard, during color product development without significant user intervention. Color Management System 2 preferably references the stored device-related data to assist in automating the color product development process.

[0052] Furthermore, Color Management System 2 provides for accurate color representation and reproduction on the respective color product development devices. For example, Color Management System 2 compares a color sample received by one color product development specialist with output received from a first printer, preferably by measuring the spectral curves of the color sample and the first printer’s output. Color Management System 2 then determines whether any discrepancy exists between the original sample and the color that was thereafter output by the printer. Color Management System 2 preferably adjusts the color representation values (e.g. CIELAB) in order for the first printer to generate a more accurate color reproduction. Thereafter, a second printer preferably provides color output, and Color Management System 2 repeats the process and adjusts and transmits, for example, CIELAB values to the second printer. Color Management System 2 electronically adjusts color representations (e.g., RGB, CIELAB, CIE XYZ, and CMYK) for all of the respective input/output devices, thereby ensuring accurate color representation and reproduction.

[0053] As noted above, Color Management System 2 references device-related data in tables 24-34 to evaluate the compatibility of the processes involved in development of a color product. It may be impossible, for example, to use a particular color on a specific substrate using a specific printing method because the substrate cannot support the quantity of ink required to produce the color. Color Management System 2 preferably evaluates processes involved before and during development of a color product, and, based on its evaluations, takes appropriate action. In a preferred embodiment, Color Management System 2 prevents a designer from continuing in the color product design process upon discovering incompatible developmental processes. For example, if a designer chooses the combination of the particular color, specific substrate and specific printing method described above, Color Management System 2 alerts the designer of the incompatibilities of the choices. In this example, the designer is required to change one or more element(s) of her design before Color Management System 2 will allow her to proceed. In an alternative example, Color Management System 2 provides corresponding warnings to the designer via the user interfaces, but does not halt the color product design process.

[0054] A detailed description of the parties to Color Management System 2 and their respective functions is now discussed with reference to Fig. 4.

[0055] In accordance with the principles of the present invention, Color Management System 2 preferably receives color product data from a plurality of sources, including color measuring devices and user terminals 6. As noted above, Color Management System 2 preferably evaluates development processes associated with a design of a color product to ensure compatibility among the
During color product development, Color Management System 2 preferably continues its control over the development process, for example by halting production, or by notifying the color product specialists of potential problems, discrepancies and/or limitations with a product design or production method. For example, a color products customer 36 hires a designer 38 to design a brochure. After designer 38 identifies a particular substrate for the brochure, e.g., paper, Color Management System 2 identifies specific printing or engraving techniques that are effective or otherwise problematic, less or more expensive, etc. Furthermore, Color Management System 2 identifies particular specialists capable of providing the required development services for a color product. Preferably, Color Management System 2 evaluates and controls the development process, for example by suggesting methods, restricting development choices and the like, until development of the color product is complete.

During development of a color product, a color standard is preferably received by Color Management System 2 and a search is performed in an electronic color library for a desired color match. The color library is preferably stored on site processor 4 and the desired color data, for example, spectral data, are compared with a set of previously stored color data in the library. Color Management System 2 preferably selects at least one color that best matches the desired color. The search results are preferably formatted in a plurality of ways, for example, specific PANTONE® numbers, CIE XYZ values, CMYK values, and a plurality of color bases.

In addition to matching a color, Color Management System 2 provides a retrieval mechanism for color searches based upon criteria including restrictive filters. For example, by including filter criteria and queries to match color samples, color criteria can be combined with other qualities, e.g., substrates, bases, resistance to water, acids, solvents and the like. Some bases, for example, are not suitable with strong solvents or detergents that may be used for outdoor or food use.

When acceptable matches are retrieved and, if necessary, adjusted for accuracy, data are transmitted to parties, for example, color products customers 36 (Fig. 4) and/or designers 38 for approval or ordering. The data that are received by approving parties preferably comprise color comparisons and differences, for example, CIELAB, CMC and CIE94 as opposed to spectral data. These terms represent color differences or color tolerances in the CIELAB to approximate uniform color space. In an alternative embodiment however, spectral data are formatted in a standardized way and transmitted to the respective parties for approval and/or ordering.

Other data are preferably transmitted with the color approval data, for example sales and formula codes, color formulas, costs or price information, various illuminants and metamerisms. Data are preferably provided to the user in a plurality of languages, e.g., English, French, Spanish, German and Italian to account for international recognition of the data. Furthermore, a sample of several color matches including visible image files and spectral data are preferably provided for comparison and approval. Data entry forms are also preferably available for users of Color Management System 2 to enter and edit data. For example, a user can enter and/or edit color, resistance, and cost or price data using data entry forms.

As Color Management System 2 maintains proprietary data for its users, access to Color Management System 2 is preferably restricted by means by a plurality of methods, for example by registering users and restricting their access with appropriate user names and passwords.

The parties to Color Management System 2 typically comprise a plurality of color product development specialists. Some combination thereof, for example a color products customer 36 and a designer 38, may be employed by one entity. Due to the many possible combinations of businesses and users of Color Management System 2, Fig. 4 depicts the parties in terms of a plurality of workstations employed by these parties.

As noted above, a plurality of parties interface with Color Management System 2 during the creation of a color product. Color products customers 36, either independently or with designers 38, provide color product specifications or color product samples to a separator 46. The separator 46 generates at least one proof for the color products customer 36 and/or designer 38 who either approve or reject the proof(s). The separator 46 further provides proofs and color data to a printer 42 who produces the final color product. Printers 42 typically contract with ink manufacturers 44, who may further work with formulators 40 and raw materials suppliers during the printing process.

The demand for color products and services originates from many types of businesses and non-business parties that have needs for color production. For example, consumer product manufacturing, advertising, promotional material, and interior and exterior design companies require color-related services. Color products customers 36 specify color requirements for packaging products, for example food packaging. Color products customers 36 further provide details including package design parameters, colors, substrates and print processes to one or more parties. Color Management System 2 allows the associated color product development specialists to communicate substantially simultaneously.

For example, a designer 38 receives transmitted specifications from one or more color products customer(s) 36 and thereafter a designer 38 creates a product design. Designer 38 distributes color-product design specifications including, for example, associated substrates and inks to, for example, color products customer 36 and separator 46.

Color products customers 36 frequently contract with separators 46 for creation of film or digital proofs
of the product for review and approval. A color match is first electronically "proofed" by printing the inks onto the associated substrates using laboratory-scale equipment before being taken to a production line.

However, the laboratory-scale batch of proofs may not always match the color of the commercial production run.

In plastics manufacturing, for example, the production size batch may not develop the exact same color as the laboratory-scale batch. To overcome this problem, users provide details regarding the end product in the electronic color library and the present invention provides a coordination of methods to adjust the laboratory-scale batch to a production-scale batch before the production batch is processed.

The separator 46 further provides formatted color data to printer/converter 42. Separator 46 preferably presents color proofs to color products customers 36 for approval, and further transmits printing related information to printers/converters 42 for production.

Many other communications between the contributing parties to the development of a color product occur. For example, printers/converters 42 contract with ink manufacturers 44 for production of ink. Formulators 40 calculate appropriate color formulas that define appropriate color weights and combinations of pigment for creation of a specific color, for example by referencing data in color table 24. Ink manufacturers 44 further communicate with raw material suppliers, dyers, separators, plate makers, cylindrical engravers and the like, for materials according to specific parameters. As noted above, the prior art method of communicating this information is costly and time-consuming.

According to the principles of the present invention, Color Management System 2 evaluates the respective parties’ contributions to development of a color product prior to, and during, the development of the color product. Color Management System 2 preferably evaluates, for example, the desired color of the product, the desired substrate that the color will be used on and the desired printing method for the product. By evaluating the color product prior to and during the respective parties' involvement with the development of the product, the time and capital costs are greatly reduced.

For example, a designer 38 desires to place a specific color (e.g., navy blue) on a specific substrate (e.g., newspaper) using a specific printing process (e.g., gravure printing). After evaluating the desired color, substrate and printing technique, Color Management System 2 notifies the designer 38 that the chosen substrate (e.g., newspaper) is unable to support the desired color and printing technique. Color Management System 2 accordingly prompts the designer 38 to change some of her design. The designer 38 decides to change the substrate to a thick, corrugated cardboard, and Color Management System 2 evaluates the modified design. In this example, Color Management System 2 prevented the associated parties to development of the desired color product from investing time, materials and capital by determining the combined color, substrate and printing technique were incompatible.

Other embodiments of the present invention are available with regard to the way a user interfaces with Color Management System 2. For example, once the designer 38 selects the desired color (e.g., navy blue), Color Management System 2 presents available substrates that can support the color. Moreover, after the designer 38 selects a substrate, Color Management System 2 presents available printing techniques that can produce the desired color product. In an alternative embodiment, Color Management System 2 provides many choices to the designer 38 at the outset of the color product design, and as the designer 38 makes selections (e.g., navy blue on a particular substrate), the number of available design choices is reduced accordingly.

The availability of design function choices presented by Color Management System 2 correspond with the color product characteristics selected by the operator of Color Management System 2. While the above examples illustrate the availability of color product design options for a designer 38, the system is not so limited. During each stage of development of a color product, e.g., cylinder engraving, separating, ink manufacturing, printing, etc., options are preferably made available by Color Management System 2. While the above examples illustrate the availability of color product design options for a designer 38, the system is not so limited. During each stage of development of a color product, e.g., cylinder engraving, separating, ink manufacturing, printing, etc., options are preferably made available by Color Management System 2.

Other embodiments of the present invention are available with regard to the way a user interfaces with Color Management System 2. For example, once the designer 38 selects the desired color (e.g., navy blue), Color Management System 2 presents available substrates that can support the color. Moreover, after the designer 38 selects a substrate, Color Management System 2 presents available printing techniques that can produce the desired color product. In an alternative embodiment, Color Management System 2 provides many choices to the designer 38 at the outset of the color product design, and as the designer 38 makes selections (e.g., navy blue on a particular substrate), the number of available design choices is reduced accordingly.

The availability of design function choices presented by Color Management System 2 correspond with the color product characteristics selected by the operator of Color Management System 2. While the above examples illustrate the availability of color product design options for a designer 38, the system is not so limited. During each stage of development of a color product, e.g., cylinder engraving, separating, ink manufacturing, printing, etc., options are preferably made available by Color Management System 2.

In addition to preventing resources from being wasted during the color product development process, Color Management System 2 preferably enables contributing parties to a color product to transmit to each other electronic samples for approval. For example, Color Management System 2 preferably generates visibly perceptible representations of the desired color. After a respective party submits additional details regarding the color product, such as a desired substrate, Color, Management System 2 generates a visibly perceptible representation based upon the desired color and desired substrate. Color Management System 2 preferably uses the data received by the contributing parties to generate visibly perceptible representations of materials used during the creation of the color product, such as a specific ink, and further to generate images of the color product itself.

Other material supply specifications include details such as color, rheological properties, product resist-
rformance, and residual chemical requirements. Completed ink samples are transmitted to a printer/converter 42 and are further delivered to several parties, including color products customer 36, designer 38 and/or formulator 40 for approval.

[0078] During the process of ink creation, the printer/converter 42 may electronically order revisions based on the samples he receives. Alternatively, the printer/converter 42 performs modifications, for example, by electronically determining and changing the strength and shade of an ink in order to meet a color standard under the conditions of a final press run. The printer/converter 42 transmits an electronic color sample from a press run to a color products customer 36 or designer 38 for review.

[0079] An example of the color management process including the interaction between the modules is now described with reference to the flow charts as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, with reference to the parties depicted in Fig. 4. This example represents one possible sequence of events in the production chain that depends, in part, upon the desired, finished product. The following example refers to a cereal manufacturer 36 that requires a new cereal box to be produced. The cereal manufacturer 36 contracts with a designer 38 for a new design of the new cereal box.

[0080] As shown in Fig. 5, designer 38 designs a new cereal box. The colors of the box are electronically specified in Color Management System 2 (step S100). Thereafter, Color Management System 2 evaluates the colors and determines whether restrictions exist for the given color (step S102). For example, the specified color may not be available in a high gloss finish.

[0081] If Color Management System 2 determines that restrictions exist, such as the available finish, then Color Management System 2 preferably notifies the designer 38 of the restrictions (step S104). Color Management System 2 preferably determines whether the designer can proceed with the current design options or if the choices selected by the designer 38 are such that the product cannot be developed (step S106). If Color Management System 2 determines that the product cannot be developed given the selections the designer 38 made, the production is halted until the designer 38 modifies the design (step S108). In the event the designer 38 elects not to modify the design, then development ends (step S130).

[0082] Continuing with the flowchart shown in Fig. 5, after Color Management System 2 determines that the designer 38 is not required to modify the existing design, or in the alternative the designer 38 modifies the existing design, then the process continues to step S110 wherein the designer 38 identifies the desired substrate and color will be placed on. Color Management System 2 thereafter determines whether the specified substrate is compatible with the selected color (step S112). In the particular embodiment described in this example, the designer 38 is making design choices. Color Management System 2, though, is such that any or all of the parties contributing to the development of a color product (e.g., color products customer 36, formulator 40, printer 42, etc.) can make and enter product design and development choices into Color Management System 2.

[0083] If Color Management System 2 determines that the current substrate selection and color selection are incompatible, then the user is appropriately notified (step S114). Color Management System 2 preferably determines whether the designer can proceed with the current design options or if the choices selected by the designer 38 are such that the product cannot be developed (step S116). If Color Management System 2 determines that the product cannot be developed given the selections the designer 38 made, the production is halted until the designer 38 modifies the design (step S118). If the designer 38 elects not to modify the design, development of the color product ends (step S130).

[0084] After Color Management System 2 determines that the designer 38 is not required to modify the existing color and/or substrate selections, or in the alternative the designer 38 modifies the existing design, then the process continues to step S120 wherein the designer 38 identifies the desired printing method for the color product. Color Management System 2 thereafter determines whether the specified printing method is compatible with the selected color and selected substrate (step S122).

[0085] If Color Management System 2 determines that the current color, substrate and printing method selections are incompatible, then the user is appropriately notified (step S124). Thereafter, Color Management System 2 determines whether the choices selected by the designer 38 are such that the product cannot be developed (step S126). If Color Management System 2 determines that the product cannot be developed given the selections the designer 38 made, the production is halted until the designer 38 modifies the design (step S128). If the designer 38 elects not to modify the design, development of the color product ends (step S130). Otherwise, development of the color product continues (step S132). After the contributing parties to development of a color product approve samples during the development process, the color product is complete and delivered (step S134).

[0086] Fig. 6 shows a flowchart associated with the physical development of color products which runs concurrently with the flowchart described in Fig. 5. At the outset, designer 38 designs a new cereal box. The colors of the box are electronically specified and measured (step S200). User terminal 6 (Fig. 1) preferably generates or receives a data stream containing spectral data. In step S202, the spectral data are formatted and entered into an electronic color palette application. The colors for use on the new box are selected from a palette of real, obtainable colors. A search is performed for close color or spectral matches. When a color match is returned for review, the designer 38 and/or the cereal manufacturer 36 determines whether the match is acceptable for a final press run (step S204). If the match is of an acceptable
quality, then spectral data and viewable electronic images are transmitted to a printer/converter 42 for review and/or production (step S218).

[0087] If the match from the electronic color palette is not satisfactory to the designer 38 and/or cereal manufacturer 36, then the designer 38 electronically transmits spectral data, properly formatted if necessary, to a separator 46 for filtering and proofing (step S206). The separator 46 sets filtering and plate technology to produce a final color (step S208). Corrections may be made for converting processes that may be required, such as to account for lamination (step S208). When the separator 46 achieves a desired match, the printing plates are made and/or cylinders are engraved for sample proofs (step S210).

[0088] The proof is thereafter measured and compared to the original electronic sample received from the designer 38 (step S212). At step S214, a determination is made whether the proof is of an acceptable match. Preferably, the designer 38 or cereal manufacturer 36 makes this determination. If there is not an acceptable match, further combinatorial corrections are made (step S216) and the process returns to step S210 for a repeat of the proofing process.

[0089] If the designer 38 or the cereal manufacturer 36 decides that the proof submitted by the separator 46 is acceptable, visible electronic image files and spectral data corresponding to the proof are transmitted to multiple parties for review and continued development in the production chain (step S218). For example, an image file, e.g., a TIFF file, is transmitted to the cereal manufacturer 36, and color difference data, e.g., CIELAB data, are transmitted to the printer/converter 42. The printer/converter 42 evaluates the sample (step S220). If the sample is rejected, then the printer/converter 42 directs the separator 46 to output another sample proof (step S210). If the sample proof is accepted, then corresponding cylinders are engraved and plates are made (step S215), and the printer/converter 42, via Color Management System 2, orders ink (step S222).

[0090] The ink is thereafter created according to specifications furnished by the printer/converter 42 and the samples received from the separator 46 (step S224) following the creation of the ink, an electronic sample of the ink, including spectral data and a visible electronic image file, are sent to the printer/converter 42 for approval (step S226). The purpose of the image file is to illustrate the differences between a large area, an isolated ink proof, and the same color ink printed in a complex image surrounded by other colors. When the printer/converter 42 has received the electronic image file and corresponding spectral data, the printer/converter determines whether the samples are accurately matched (step S228). If the sample is not approved, the process returns to step S236 for appropriate revisions to the information regarding the ink.

[0091] Once the ink sample is approved, then the formula is output from a formulator 40, a sample is generated from the formula, and further weighed and proofed (step S229). Additionally, in-progress printed materials may be delivered for comparison and review (step S230). For example, materials are delivered in step S242 for visual inspection and approval. Further, data are transmitted to the cereal manufacturer 36 which shows prospective progress in the production chain (step S232). As materials are provided, additional approval may be required of the designer 38, cereal manufacturer 36 or both.

[0092] Nearly all of the foregoing steps describing Color Management System 2 involve the use of electronic transmissions. The cereal manufacturing 36 transmits product specifications and receives data-updates as the product is developed. The designer 38 and printer/converter 42 transmit specifications and receive data from the separator 46 and ink manufacturer 44 during the process.

[0093] Color Management System 2 preferably accepts output from a plurality of instruments and software types without significant user intervention. Color Management System 2 compensates for differences in hardware and software making the operation transparent to the user. Further, users can electronically order materials, e.g., ink based on electronic palette searches and/or accepted combinatorial color matches.

[0094] Color Management System 2 preferably provides printers/converters 42 with electronic specimens containing information regarding a conversion process, such as lamination, back printing, printing over foil, printing over coatings and the like. Color Management System 2 provides for more than creation of a correct color, the correction/maintenance of color can be performed substantially in "real time" and results in feedback that can be instantaneously transmitted to appropriate parties.

[0095] Additional functionality provided by Color Management System 2 is now described by way of an additional example. A designer 38 creates a computer-aided design (CAD) drawing of office space and selects standard color furnishings and carpeting. The desired color of paint is selected by designer 38 from electronic displays for matching or contrasting furnishings. Color can be selected from an electronic palette of available paint colors and added to the CAD drawing. The designer 38 may opt to create a new color by manually making adjustments in Color Management System 2.

[0096] After submitting the desired color to Color Management System 2, the designer 38 is notified by Color Management System 2 that certain restrictions apply to the color the designer 38 selected. For example, the color may be available from only one known supplier, or the color may not be available in a high gloss finish. The notification process can comprise many forms; those skilled in the art will recognize that notification methods can assume many forms, for example by disabling functions, sending visual or audio messages to the display screen or speakers, respectively, etc. The designer 38
Continuing with the foregoing example, the desired color is electronically transmitted to a formulator. The formulator generates a color formula and transmits the formula to a paint supplier. By using Color Management System 2 via user terminal 6, the pigment dispensing devices operated by the paint supplier use the formulas received by the formulator to dispense appropriate pigment. The paint supplier then produces a sample of the paint.

After a paint sample has been produced and colorimetrically measured, the local paint supplier sends an image file, e.g., a TIFF file, to the printer/converter, for visual confirmation of the desired color. It is preferred that the image file contains references to the spectral data rather than device dependent RGB settings. Further, spectral data of the paint sample are also transmitted for electronic comparison of the sample. Other parties, including color products customer 36, can receive image files and/or spectral data regarding color samples from local paint suppliers. The printer/converter 42 and/or color products customer 36 may direct the local paint supplier to make appropriate adjustments to the color sample until an acceptable match is provided.

Additional functionality provided by Color Management System 2 is now further described by way of yet an additional example.

A designer 38 creates a CAD drawing of a garment and selects standard colors. The desired color of the cloth is selected by the designer 38 by using display screens in Color Management System 2 to match or contrast the previous season’s trend colors.

Color can be selected from an electronic palette of available cloth colors and added to the CAD drawing. The designer 38 may opt to create a new color by making manual adjustment in Color Management System 2. Formatted spectral data are transmitted electronically to a local garment supplier. Using Color Management System 2, the garment supplier provides an image file for visual confirmation of the desired color. Additionally, numeric spectral data are transmitted to a textile dyer.

If the desired color is retrieved from the electronic palette, the formula is immediately retrieved from the database and a sample dye is produced. If a new color is to be created, the closest palette color is retrieved and a correction to the formula is performed by color-correcting software and a test dye is produced. The dyer reads spectral data of the test dye’s color to verify that it matches the desired color, and further electronically communicates a visible electronic image file and spectral data to the garment maker and designer. The designer 38 approves the match or may request adjustments. Essentially the same operational phases take place in Color Management System 2 whether the need is for a building interior, a garment, a retail consumer product or a piece of graphic art. There is an inter-change of production or pre-production prototypes between the manufacturers, formulators, designers and printers that are electronically transmitted for approval and acceptance.

The present invention goes beyond merely substituting spectral data for physical samples. Physical samples are characterized and stored in an electronic library to which all parties have access. A common basis for comparison and communication is provided without the need for the physical proofing and examination.

The services provided by Color Management System 2 are preferably arranged as a web site from which the user selects choices and functions. Initially, a user accesses the web site provided by site processor 4 by entering a URL corresponding to the network address of the web site. Upon accessing the web site and providing appropriate security data (e.g., user name and password), the user is presented with options for executing many of the processes described above. The web site is preferably designed to provide users with display screens appropriate to their respective security clearance. For example, designers and color products customers will have access to a color library and design display software, and printers will have access to formula data.

The example display screen shown in Fig. 7 enables the import of color samples, and electronically performs additional automatic processes on the samples. Color process section 50, for example, enables a user to select a series of processes, including data importing, palette searching and color matching. Once the user completes her process selections, she can invoke the selections by clicking on Process Selections button 52. When the processes are running, the Current Status text area 54 displays short messages to inform the user of the statuses of the selected processes.

Other controls are available, including the View Current Sample button 56 which enables a user to review a current work sample, the Approve/Reject button 58 enabling transmission of acceptances and rejections of samples, and the Order/Purchase button 60 enabling ordering of materials (e.g., inks) via Color Management System 2.

Fig. 8 shows an example Sample Transmission and Communication display screen 62 for enabling a user of Color Management System 2 to simultaneously transmit samples and other communications to a plurality of parties. The user preferably clicks Retrieve Previous Sample button 64 to automatically retrieve material or color samples available in site processor 4. The user also preferably views a sample by pressing View Sample but-
Sample Transmission and Communication display screen 62 enables a user, during various stages in the production chain, to select parties whom the user desires to receive samples. In the example shown in Fig. 8, the Smith Company, BA Company, Attenite Company, Innovative Company and Legends Company are selected by the user by placing checkmarks adjacent to their names in corresponding listboxes 72. Furthermore, Recipients list 68 displays the parties who are selected for a sample transmission. When the user is satisfied with the parties for a transmission, she preferably presses Transmit Button 70 to cause an electronic transfer of data regarding a current sample. The transmitted sample is evaluated by the appropriate party, or parties, for approval during development of the color product.

The present invention advantageously provides a comprehensive network-based facility that allows a variety of participants in the production chain, to communicate color product data and production run issues with the parties for transmission, she preferably presses Transmit Button 70 to cause an electronic transfer of data regarding a current sample. The transmitted sample is evaluated by the appropriate party, or parties, for approval during development of the color product.

Claims

1. A method for developing a color product, said method comprising:

(a) storing development information in a database, said development information including characteristics related to development of a plurality of color products;

(b) receiving first color information, said first color information including at least a first color, wherein the first color information is received using a color measuring device or by transmitting a color sample;

(c) identifying first color development information in said database on the basis of said received first color information, said first development information including at least said first color;

(d) receiving data about at least one physical characteristic of said color product;

(e) determining, using said first development information, whether said at least one physical characteristic is compatible with said first color, this result being used in a process of manufacturing said color product;

(f) receiving data about at least one printing technique for printing the at least first color onto a substrate having the at least one physical characteristic of said color product; and

(g) determining, using said first development information, whether said at least one printing technique is compatible with said at least one physical characteristic of said color product;

and either:

(h) halting development of the color product after any of steps (b) - (e) if a physical characteristic is incompatible with said first color or after steps (f) or (g) if said physical characteristic is not compatible with said printing technique, or

(i) issuing a warning via a user interface after any of steps (b) - (e) if a physical characteristic is incompatible with said first color or after steps (f) or (g) if said physical characteristic is not compatible with said printing technique, wherein de-
development of the color product is halted until a designer modifies a design of the color product so that a first color is compatible with at least one physical characteristic of said color product and the at least one physical characteristic of said color product is compatible with the printing technique or production of the color product is halted if the designer does not modify the design of the color product.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising communicating said first development information between at least two color product development specialists, wherein said step of communicating said first development information preferably comprises communicating a pointer to said development information.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein said received first color information is in a first format.

4. The method claim 3, further comprising:
   communicating said first development information between at least two color product development specialists;
   communicating said first development information to at least one of said at least two color product development specialists in a third format in response to at least one characteristic corresponding to at least one of said at least two color product development specialists; and
   wherein said characteristic is a characteristic of a device used by at least one of said at least two color product development specialists to generate a visibly perceptible representation of said first color.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein said characteristics include processes for incorporating a plurality of colors on said plurality of color products.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein said characteristics include at least one substrate characteristic used in said at least one color product.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said characteristics include an ability of said color product to resist at least one of water, solvent, acid, alkali, temperature, humidity, abrasion, crocking, bending, light, and ultraviolet radiation.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising generating a visibly perceptible representation of said first color in response to said at least one substrate characteristic.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising selecting said first color information from a plurality of retrievable samples located in at least one electronic color library, wherein said at least one electronic color library is preferably set forth on at least one site processor.

10. A method of coordinating development of a color product, said method comprising:
   (a) storing development information in at least one database set forth on at least one site processor, said development information including characteristics related to development of a plurality of color products, said development information including processes for incorporating a plurality of colors on said plurality of color products;
   (b) receiving first color information from a first color product development specialist, said first color information including at least a first color wherein the first color information is received using a color measuring device or by transmitting of a color sample;
   (c) identifying first development information in said at least one database on the basis of said received first color information, said first development information including at least said first color;
   (d) receiving at least one physical characteristic of said color product;
   (e) communicating said development information using a global communication network between at least two color product development specialists; and
   (f) determining, using said first development information, whether said at least one physical characteristic is compatible with said first color.
   (g) receiving data about at least one printing technique for printing the at first color onto a substrate having the at least one physical characteristic;
   (h) communicating said development information using a global communication network between at least two color product development specialists; and
   (i) determining, using said first development information, whether said at least one printing technique is compatible with said at least one physical characteristic;
   and either:
   (g) halting development of the color product after any of steps (b) - (f) if the physical characteristic is incompatible with said first color, or after steps (g) - (i) if said physical characteristic is incompatible with said printing technique, or
   (h) issuing a warning via a user interface after any of steps (b) - (f) if a physical characteristic
15. The method of claim 1 or 10, further comprising pro-

14. The method of claim 1 or 10, further comprising gen-

12. The method of claim 1 or 10, wherein said identifying

11. The method of claim 1 or 10, wherein at least one of

10. The method of claim 1 or 10, wherein said contribu-

9. The method of claim 1 or 10, wherein said identifying

8. The method of claim 1 or 10, wherein development of the color product is halted until a designer modifies a design of the color product so that a color is compatible with at least one physical characteristic of said color product and the at least one physical characteristic of said color product is compatible with the printing technique or development of the color product is halted if the designer does not modify the design of the color product.

7. The method of claim 1 or 10, wherein development of the color product is halted if the designer modifies a design of the color product so that a color is compatible with at least one physical characteristic of said color product and the at least one physical characteristic of said color product is compatible with the printing technique or development of the color product is halted if the designer does not modify the design of the color product.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

5. The method of claim 1, wherein development of the color product is halted if the designer modifies a design of the color product so that a color is compatible with at least one physical characteristic of said color product and the at least one physical characteristic of said color product is compatible with the printing technique or development of the color product is halted if the designer does not modify the design of the color product.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

3. The method of claim 1, wherein said identifying step comprises translating said first color information from a first format to a second format, optionally further comprising communicating said first development information to a second color product development specialist in a third format in response to at least one characteristic corresponding to said second color product development specialist.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein development of the color product is halted if the designer modifies a design of the color product so that a color is compatible with at least one physical characteristic of said color product and the at least one physical characteristic of said color product is compatible with the printing technique or development of the color product is halted if the designer does not modify the design of the color product.

1. A system to develop a color product, said system comprising:

- (a) a database storing development information, said development information including characteristics related to development of a plurality of color products;
- (b) a first software facility receiving first color information, said first color information including at least a first color;
- (c) a second software facility identifying first development information in said database on the basis of said first color information, said first development information including at least said first color;
- (d) a third software facility receiving at least one physical characteristic information of said color to said development of said color product, wherein said contributions preferably relate to a development function performed by said at least two color product development specialists.

18. A system to develop a color product, said system comprising:

- (a) a database storing development information, said development information including characteristics related to development of a plurality of color products;
- (b) a first software facility receiving first color information, said first color information including at least a first color;
- (c) a second software facility identifying first development information in said database on the basis of said first color information, said first development information including at least said first color;
- (d) a third software facility receiving at least one physical characteristic information of said color development specialists to enter respective contributions to said development of said color product, wherein said contributions preferably relate to a development function performed by said at least two color product development specialists.

16. The method of claim 18, further comprising:

providing choices in said data entry display screens to said color product development specialists in response to said incompatibility of said at least one physical characteristic with said first color or to said incompatibility of said physical characteristic with said printing technique, optionally further comprising revising said color product development in response to said incompatibility of said at least one physical characteristic with said first color or to said incompatibility of said physical characteristic with said printing technique; or

providing choices in said data entry display screens to said color product development specialists in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product, optionally further comprising stopping said color product development in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product, optionally further comprising revising said color product development in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product.
The system of claim 18, wherein at least one of said
20.

19. The system of claim 18, further comprising a com-

18. The system of claim 18, wherein at least one of said

(e) a fourth software facility for determining, us-

25.

18. The system of claim 18, wherein said second soft-

24. The system of claim 18, further comprising an eight

23. The system of claim 18, wherein said characteristics

22. The system of claim 18, further comprising a seventh

21. The system of claim 18, wherein said first color in-

20. The system of claim 18, wherein at least one of said

products, wherein said plurality of formats preferably includes said color characteristic stored in a plurality of formats, wherein said plurality of formats preferably comprise at least one of visual spectral data, CIEXYZ, CIELAB, CIELUV, CIEUVW, color space, chromaticity coordinates xy, u’v’ and uv, computer graphics triplets including RGB, CMYK, HLS, HIS, HSV and HVC, Munsell notation, Swedish Natural Color System notation, ColorCurve notation, RAL notation, Pantone color number, DIC color number, Color Marketing Group color name, and Color Association of the United States color name.

wherein either:

(h) any of software facility (b) - (e) halt development

of the color product if a physical characteristic is incompatible with said first color, or any of software (f) or (g) halt development of the color product if a printing technique is incompatible with said physical characteristic; or

(i) any of software facility (b) - (e) issue a warning

via a user interface if a physical characteristic is incompatible with said first color, or any of software (f) or (g) issue a warning via a user interface if a printing technique is not compatible with said physical characteristic,

wherein the system halts development of the color product until a design of the color product is modified so that a first color is compatible with at least one physical characteristic of said color product and the at least one physical characteristic of said color product is compatible with the printing technique or production of the color product is halted if the design is not modified.

The system of claim 18, wherein said characteristics include an ability of said color product to resist at least one of water, solvent, acid, alkali, temperature, humidity, abrasion, crocking, bending, light, and ultraviolet radiation.

The system of claim 18, wherein said characteristics include an ability of said color product to resist at least one of water, solvent, acid, alkali, temperature, humidity, abrasion, crocking, bending, light, and ultraviolet radiation.
preferably set forth on at least one site processor.

27. The system of claim 18, further comprising a global communication network for communicating said first color information.

28. The system of claim 18, further comprising access to said database to at least two color product development specialists, wherein said at least two color product development specialists preferably include at least one of a customer, a designer, a color separator, a printer, and an ink manufacturer, wherein optionally said database comprises data entry display screens enabling said at least two color product development specialists to enter their respective contributions to said development of said color product, wherein optionally said data entry display screens provide choices in to said color product development specialists in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product.

29. The system of claim 28, wherein at least one of said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth software facility notifies said color product development specialists to stop development of said color product in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product, wherein optionally said at least one of said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth software facility notifies said color product development specialists to revise said development of said color product in response to said respective contributions to said development of said color product.

30. The system of claim 28, wherein said data entry display screens provide choices to said color product development specialists in response to said incompatibility of at least one physical characteristic with said first color or to said incompatibility of at least one printing technique information with said at least one physical characteristic, wherein optionally said at least one of said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth software facility notifies said color product development specialists to revise said development of said color product in response to said incompatibility of said at least one physical characteristic with said first color or to said incompatibility of at least one printing technique information with said at least one physical characteristic.
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